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V168 LDV is a five door Ford Escort police car finished
in Ford Diamond White with a 1.8 diesel engine.
Manufactured in 1999 it was one of the last Escorts to
come off the production line at Ford’s Halewood Plant.
Having been retired from a working life in Plymouth it
was subsequently left in a police pound and badly
deteriorated. Because it remained complete with its
PMR repeater radio, log book and roof lights, as well as
sets of documents used by the police, it was identified
by PSCO Paul Martin as a possible restoration project.
In 2007 it was passed to the Historic Collections and in
liaison with the Automotive Department at South Devon
College the car became a project for their students.
The students sourced original parts for the car with the
support and generous sponsorship from local
companies. The car has now been valued and
assessed as being in exceptional condition and is
currently on display at Moretonhampstead Motor
Museum.

The collection contains records relating to public protests
and demonstrations in Devon and Cornwall, documenting
the police’s interventions in such events.

Right to Protest

For example, it holds substantial documents, photographs
and artefacts seized as evidence during the A30 Road
protests. For a few years prior to the completion of the
new A30 between Honiton and Exeter, Fairmile was the
main focus of direct action protests against the new road,
with permanent camps on both sides of the river valley
consisting of tree-houses and networks of underground
tunnels and bunkers. The occupants of the camps were
eventually evicted in January 1997 by Bailiffs acting for
the Under-Sheriff of Devon, accompanied by specialist
climbing and caving experts. This was amid considerable
national publicity, and led to the temporary celebrity status
of the final occupant of one the Fairmile tunnels, Daniel
Hooper, known by his nickname 'Swampy'.
We also hold intelligence gathered by Exeter City Police
on the activities of Violet van der Elst, an eccentric
millionairess who travelled around the prisons of England
in her Rolls Royce, vociferously protesting against capital
punishment. She came to Exeter in 1936, along with her
large entourage, to protest against the hanging of the
convicted murderess Charlotte Bryant.

Extremism

How do the police balance the stewarding of protests,
where individuals can exercise their rights to freedom of
speech, with the control of extremism?
At the same time that Mrs van der Elst was protesting
against capital punishment, driven from London the
Black Shirt movement flourished in the South West,
recruiting members from the Young Farmers. Rallies
were held in Exeter and Plymouth, and with many ending
in violence, Devon Constabulary became increasingly
alarmed by this movement and carried out extensive
surveillance.
As a result of gathered intelligence, our collection now
holds an important archive of Black Shirt documents,
photographs and propaganda. The collection has been
donated anonymously and includes rare Black Shirt
steward badges.

The Consequences of Crime

Crime-related artefacts inevitably form a large
part of our collection. For example, we hold
the files relating to the murder of Joan Lewis in
1942. She was a WAAF serving at RAF Pen
Olver and was shot by her lover, a married
Squadron Leader. The files contain all the
original love letters that passed between the
couple, documenting their turbulent
relationship. We also have a model of the
Pescado fishing vessel, lost at sea in 1991
along with her crew of six. This was the first
time a police force investigated deaths at sea,
which involved raising the boat, in order to
prosecute the owners of the vessel. In
addition, we have samples collected during
Knife Amnesty campaigns, along with scenes
of crime photographs and murder weapons.
The collection contains often disturbing
material and interpreting it requires sensitivity
and respecting the voices of the victims,
surviving families, as well as the anonymity of
police officers involved. Indeed, should such
material even be displayed, and if so how? In
addition, crime files are no longer kept beyond
their legal life – they are destroyed. How can
we preserve the future of our criminal and
penal history?

Policing dynasties, local families
and memories

Traditionally police officers took immense pride in
their roles along with the values and heritage of
their force, and this is the reason why nearly
every constabulary at one time had a museum.
Policing often ran in families, with grandfathers,
fathers and sons all following in each others’
footsteps.
Our archives contain many snap-shots recording
both family and professional memories; for
example braving the blizzards of 1927 on the road
to Plymouth at Kingsbridge, or the still rare event
of two female police officers graduating from the
Driver Training School at Devizes in 1953

The Changing Face of Policing

The police have always been at the
forefront of technological innovation, and
our collection contains hundreds of
examples of evolving equipment.
The classic symbol of the police officer, the
truncheon, is an example of an item which
has evolved from being a highly decorated
piece of insignia where form was important
– they were the police constable’s “badge
of office” and were hand-made and painted
locally – through the mass-produced pine
truncheons of the Victorian period to
becoming the entirely functional telescopic
casco of today.
Institutionally, Devon & Cornwall Police
have undergone significant changes, for
example, many police stations are now
being closed and it is important to
document these changes.

Our Growing Community

We are proud of of our small team of
volunteers who assist with the ongoing
cataloguing of the collection,
environmental monitoring and answering
enquiries from the public.
In 2011 a few of them took the decision
to form the Friends Group, and the
Driving Heritage van, purchased through
an HLF Your Heritage grant, was gifted
to the Friends. Following a fund-raising
campaign it is now back on the road and
being used for community events across
Devon and Cornwall.

